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Abstract 
We introduce a hypergraph-generating system, called HRNCE grammars, which is structurally 
simple and descriptively powerful. An HRNCE grammar replaces a handle (i.e., a hyperedge 
together with its incident nodes) by a hypergraph, whose nodes are connected to (or contained 
in) the hyperedges surrounding the replaced handle by using the eNCE rewriting mechanism. 
HRNCE grammars can generate all recursively enumerable languages. HRNCE grammars without 
edge erasing can generate PSPACE-complete languages. Separated HRNCE (S-HRNCE) gram- 
mars have many useful normal forms, including Chomsky, Greibach, and context-free normal 
forms. S-HRNCE languages are in NP and there is an NP-complete linear HRNCE (Lin-HRNCE) 
language satisfying any two of the following conditions: connected; degree-bounded; and rank- 
bounded. On the other hand, S-HRNCE (Lin-HRNCE) languages satisfying all these three con- 
ditions are in LOGCFL (NLOG) and there is such a language which is LOGCFL-complete 
(NLOG-complete). The equivalence problem is undecidable for Lin-HRNCE languages. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Formal languages; Graph grammars; Normal forms; Complexity 
1. Introduction 
Graph grammars extend the traditional string grammars by replacing the left- and 
right-hand sides of a production by graphs and thus generate sets of graphs. They 
were originally introduced to describe picture patterns but soon found applications in 
many other subareas of computer science such as computer aided design, program- 
ming languages and compilers, databases, software specifications, concurrency, pattern 
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recognition and computer vision. Various applications and related research efforts of 
graph grammars can be found in the proceedings of the international workshops on 
“Graph Grammars and Their Application to Computer Science” [3,4,7-91. 
It is important that any graph-grammar model be structurally simple, i.e., easy to 
use or understand, yet descriptively powerful, i.e., able to describe many interesting 
graph-theoretical properties. It is also desirable that such a system be flexible so that 
subclasses with nice features, such as tractable membership complexity or decidability, 
can be easily defined. 
One of the most successful graph-grammar models in this sense is the node-label- 
controlled (NLC) grammars of Janssens and Rozenberg [23-251, in which a single 
node is replaced by a graph in a derivation step and embedding of the newly intro- 
duced graph into the existing graph is based on node labels only. They can describe 
PSPACE-complete languages. Many subclasses of NLC grammars with improved prop- 
erties have appeared in the literature, mostly obtained by imposing certain structural 
restrictions or context-free conditions on NLC grammars. Examples are the boundary 
NLC (B-NLC) grammars of Rozenberg and Welzl [37-391 in which no two nontermi- 
nal nodes are allowed to be adjacent in any sentential form, the neighborhood-uniform 
NLC (NU-NLC) grammars of Janssens and Rozenberg [27] in which each node in the 
right-hand side of a production is connected either to all neighbors of the replaced node 
or to none, and the apex NLC (A-NLC) grammars of Engelfriet et al. [13] in which the 
embedding mechanism can establish edges between terminal nodes only. Extensions of 
NLC grammars have also been studied. Examples include the NCE grammars (NLC 
with neighborhood-controlled embedding) of Janssens and Rozenberg [26] in which 
the embedding mechanism makes use of the identity (rather than the label) of the 
nodes in the right-hand sides of productions, the eNCE grammars of Engelfriet et al. 
[ 11, 151 which extend the NCE grammars by adding edge labels, and the edNCE gram- 
mars of Engelfriet and Rozenberg [ 161 which extend the eNCE grammars by adding 
edge directions. Restrictions defined for NLC grammars can be easily defined for these 
extensions of NLC grammars. The eNCE grammars and their restrictions have been 
particularly successful since they are as simple as NLC grammars yet preserve or 
improve many nice features of NLC grammars. 
For grammars generating hypergraphs, there are two well-known models: the context- 
free hypergraph (CFHG) grammars of Bauderon and Courcelle [2] and Habel et al. 
[ 19,201, which replace a hyperedge by a hypergraph through their preidentified 
gluing points, and an extension of CFHG grammars called the handle-rewriting hy- 
pergraph (HH) grammars of Courcelle et al. [6], which replace a handle (i.e., a hy- 
peredge together with its incident nodes) by a hypergraph through an extension of the 
CFHG rewriting mechanism that can also duplicate or delete the hyperedges surround- 
ing the replaced handle. Both CFHG and HH grammars generate directed hypergraphs. 
CFHG grammars are structurally simple but are limited in description power, i.e., gen- 
erate NP languages only. HH grammars are powerful but their rewriting mechanism 
seems to be rather complicated, in particular because of the duplication and deletion 
features. 
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We introduce a new hypergraph-generating system, called HRNCE grammars 
(hypergraph grammars with an eNCE way of rewriting), generating node- and hyper- 
edge-labeled undirected hypergraphs. An HRNCE grammar replaces a handle by a 
hypergraph, as in HH grammars, whose nodes are connected to (or contained in) the 
hyperedges surrounding the replaced handle by using the eNCE rewriting mechanism. 
HRNCE grammars are as easy to use as eNCE grammars yet can generate all re- 
cursively enumerable languages. (eNCE grammars generate PSPACE languages only.) 
They can generate degree- and rank-unbounded hypergraphs, while CFHG and HH 
grammars can generate rank-bounded hypergraphs only. Furthermore, their subclasses 
possess many nice features comparable to their eNCE counterparts. We shall present 
basic properties of HRNCE grammars and their restrictions, emphasizing their normal 
forms and description power (or complexity). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains definitions of hypergraphs 
and their languages. Section 3 contains the formal definition of HRNCE grammars 
and their two subclasses, the separated HRNCE (S-HRNCE) grammars and the lin- 
ear HRNCE (Lin-HRNCE) grammars, studied much in other graph-grammar models 
[6, 11,12,14-16,30-32,37-391. (For NLC, eNCE and edNCE grammars, their sepa- 
rated subclasses are more often called boundary grammars. For HH grammars, the 
separated subclass and the boundary subclass are defined differently; the former prop- 
erly includes the latter.) In Section 4, we show that HRNCE grammars describe all 
recursively enumerable languages and that HRNCE grammars without edge-erasing 
property describe PSPACE-complete languages. Section 5 discusses normal forms for 
S-HRNCE grammars. In particular, the edge-erasing property can be removed from S- 
HRNCE grammars and there are Chomsky and Greibach normal forms for S-HRNCE 
grammars. This implies that S-HRNCE languages are in NP. We also prove that S- 
HRNCE grammars can be put into context-free (i.e., confluent and associative) normal 
form. Section 6 further discusses the complexity of S-HRNCE languages. We show that 
there exists an NP-complete Lin-HRNCE language which satisfies any two of the fol- 
lowing conditions: connected; degree-bounded; and rank-bounded. S-HRNCE languages 
satisfying all these three conditions are in LOGCFL, the class of languages log-space 
reducible to context-free languages [41], and there is such an S-HRNCE language 
which is LOGCFL-complete. On the other hand, Lin-HRNCE languages satisfying all 
these three conditions are in NLOG, the nondeterministic log-space class, and there 
is such a Lin-HRNCE language which is NLOG-complete. A corollary of our proof 
technique is the undecidability of the equivalence and intersection-emptiness problems 
for Lin-HRNCE languages. Section 7 proves a hierarchy of HRNCE language families. 
Section 8 contains some concluding remarks and possible future research problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with formal language theory and complexity 
theory in the context of, e.g., [22]. This section contains definitions related to hyper- 
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Fig. 1. A hypergraph. 
graphs and their languages needed in this paper. In the sequel, the empty set is denoted 
by 0 and, for a finite set A, its cardinality is denoted by #A. The empty word is denoted 
by 1. 
Let C, r be alphabets. A hypergraph over C and r is a system H = (V,E, 4, I,!J l), 
where V is a finite set of nodes, E is a finite set of hyperedges (or simply edges), 
4 : V + C is a node-labeling function, $ : E + r is an edge-labeling function, and 
1 : E + 2’ is a mapping assigning a set of nodes to each edge in E. Thus, we handle 
undirected, node- and edge-labeled hypergraphs. Note that H is a graph if each edge 
consists of one or two nodes. For any hypergraph H, its five components are denoted 
by VH, EH, $H, +H and 1H. 
A hypergraph can be pictorially described by a bipartite graph. Fig. 1 shows an 
example of such a description of a hypergraph with seven nodes (the dots) and three 
edges (the boxes) together with their labels. The membership of a node in an edge is 
indicated by a line connecting them. 
A node v and an edge e in H are incident to each other if v E rH(e). A node is 
an isolated node if it has no incident edge and an edge is an empty edge if it has 
no incident node. Two edges e and e’ in H are adjacent (or a-adjacent) if there is a 
node V E rH(e) fl rH(e’) (with 4H(V) = a). The degree of a node v in H, denoted by 
degH(V), is the number of its incident edges; the degree of H, denoted by deg(H), is 
the maximum degree of its nodes. The rank of an edge e in H, denoted by rat&H(e), is 
the number of its incident nodes; the rank of H, denoted by rank(H), is the maximum 
rank of its edges. 
A sequence eo,vi,ei,. . ., uk,ek(k> 1) is a path (between es and ek) in H if ej E 
EH,O<i<k, vj E zH(ej_1) fl tH(ei), 1 <j<k, and ei # cj and Vi # Vj if i # j. H is 
a chain if it consists of a path and there is no other node, edge or incidence. H is 
connected if it consists of a single isolated node or a single empty edge or else it 
contains no isolated node or empty edge and there is a path between each pair of its 
edges. H is the empty hypergraph, denoted by A, if VH = 0 and EH = 0. 
Two hypergraphs H and K are isomorphic if there are bijections a: VH + VK and 
p: EH ---f EK such that for all v E VH, ~K(cI(u)) = OH) and for all e E EH, &(P(e)) 
= $H(e) and tK(B(e)) = (4v) I v E zH(e)}. H is a subhypergraph of K if VH E VK, 
EH C EK, +H(v) = $K(v) for all v E V H, and $H(e) = $K(e) and lH(e) C: lK(e) for 
all e E EH. H is the handle associated with an edge e in K, denoted by handle(e), 
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Fig. 2. An oriented chain. 
if H is the subhypergraph of K consisting of e and all its incident nodes. H is the 
dual of K, denoted by dual(K), if VH = E K, EH = VK, 6H = $K, $H = ‘$K, and 
for all e E EH, iH(e) = {e’ E EK 1 e E rK(e’)}. Note that dual(dual(H)) = H for every 
hypergraph H. 
The set of all hypergraphs over Z and I’ is denoted by HGR~J-. A hypergraph 
language is any subset of HGRr,r. A hypergraph language is connected if it contains 
connected hypergraphs only and is degree-bounded (rank-bounded) if the degree (rank) 
of each of its members is at most k, for some fixed k > 0. 
A word x = ala2 . . . a, can be described by a special chain called its oriented chain, 
shown in Fig. 2 and denoted by o-chain(x), where $ is a special symbol to indicate 
orientation. For a word language L, o-chain(l) denotes the set {o-chain(x) 1 x E L}. 
3. HRNCE grammars 
Existing (hyper)graph grammars rewrite a node (as in NLC grammars [23] and 
eNCE grammars [15]), an edge (as in edge-label-controlled grammars [36] and CFHG 
grammars [2, 19]), or a handle (as in handle NLC grammars [35] and HH grammars 
[6]) in a derivation step. As stated in [6], one can observe that, in general, handle- 
rewriting grammars are more powerful than node-rewriting grammars, which in turn 
are more powerful than edge-rewriting grammars. We choose to rewrite a handle in 
order to maximize description power. There are several ways to connect the newly 
introduced hypergraph into the neighborhood of the replaced handle: edges to nodes, 
nodes to edges, or both. One can also create new nodes or edges not in the right-hand 
side of a production when embedding takes place, as in HH grammars. Our choice 
is to simply connect nodes to edges without creating new nodes or edges. However, 
in order to perform such a connection selectively, we shall fully utilize all available 
local informations, such as node/edge labels and node identities, as in eNCE grammars. 
This combination is simple enough, comparable to the eNCE rewriting mechanism, yet 
produces power and flexibility as shall be demonstrated in the subsequent sections. 
Definition 3.1. A hypergraph grammar with an eNCE way of rewriting (HRNCE 
grammar) is a system G = (C, A, r, Q, P, Z), where 
(1) C is an alphabet of node labels; 
(2) A (c C) is the set of terminal node labels (the elements in Z - A are nonter- 
minal node labels); 
(3) r is an alphabet of edge labels; 
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Fig. 3. A pictorial representation of a production rule. 
(4) Q (C r) is the set of terminal edge labels (the elements in r - Q are nonter- 
minal edge labels); 
(5) P is a finite set of productions, of the form 7c = (A&C), where A E r - 52 
(the left-hand side), X E HGR~J- (the right-hand side), and C C V, x C x r (the 
embedding relation); and 
(6) Z (E HGRz,r) is the axiom hypergraph. 
We shall discuss informally how a production rc = (A,X, C) is applied to a nonter- 
minal edge e (with &(e) = A) in a hypergraph H EHGR~,~. It is very similar to the 
eNCE derivation step: First, remove handle(e), i.e., e and all its incident nodes, from 
H. Second, add X (or an isomorphic copy of it) to the resulting hypergraph. Now, 
for each v E Vx and each (v, a, B) E C, add v to each edge labeled by B that is 
a-adjacent to e in H. Such a situation can be well described pictorially as used, e.g., 
in [15]; we show an example in Fig. 3, where the symbol A located in the left upper 
comer of the big box represents the left-hand side of rc, the hypergraph located inside 
the big box (with two edges and three nodes) represents the right-hand side of z, and 
the three lines crossing the big box together with the three edges located outside the 
big box represent the embedding relation of a, i.e., (x, a, B), (y, a, A) and (z, b, B) 
if x, y, z are nodes of X read top-down in Fig. 3. If any edge adjacent to e in H 
contains no node after applying rc to e, then it is removed immediately. 
Formally, the HRNCE derivation step is defined as follows: 
Definition 3.2. Let G = (C, A, r, 52, P, Z) be an HRNCE grammar. Let H E HGR_TJ, 
e E EH, $H(e) = A E r - 52,~~ = (A,X,C) E P, and let CI, p be bijections on V, 
and Ex, respectively, such that VH n a(Vx) = 0 and EH n fi(Ex) = 0. For each edge 
e’ E EH - {e}, let y(e’) = (r&e’) - lH(e)) U {a(v) ) (v, a, $ff(d)) E C and e,e’ are 
a-adjacent in H}. Then, H directly derives a hypergraph K E HGRr,r in G, denoted 
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by H =b.~.z.p) K (or simply H =hn) K or H =S K), if K is defined as follows: 
VK =. (V, - tH(e)) U a(Vx); 
EK = {e’~ EH - {e} 1 IH(~) n II, # Q) implies I # 0) U I; 
Cp~(x) = 4H(X) if x E VII and ~K(z(x)) = 4x(x) if x E VX; 
MY) = tMy> if Y E EH and ILKMY)) = @x(.~) if Y E Ex; 
[K(Z) = y(z) if z E EH and I&?(Z)) = (X(Z) if z E Ex. 
A sequence Z + HI + HI + . . . + H,, is called a derivation for H,,, The transitive 
reflexive closure of =S is denoted by =s*. A hypergraph H E HGR1.r such that Z =+* 
H is called a sentential form of G. The language generated by G, denoted by L(G), 
is the set (H E HGRd,n 1 Z +’ H}. 
Example 3.3. Let G = (C, A, r, R, P, Z) be an HRNCE grammar such that C = {a, 
b, *}, A = {*}, 1- = {A, #}, !2 = {#}, Z =H, and P consists of the two productions 
given in Fig. 4(a). G generates the set of all “ladders” of the form as shown in Fig. 
4(b). In fact, G generates graphs only and is essentially identical to the HH grammar 
with no duplication or deletion given in [6, p. 2261 and the eNCE grammar given in 
[15, p. 3141. 
Example 3.4. Let G = (z, A, f, R, P, Z) be an HRNCE grammar such that C = 
A = {t}, f = {A, B, #}, 52 = {#}, Z -= @--a, and P consists of the four 
productions given in Fig. 5(a). G generates the set of all “double stars” of the form as 
shown in Fig. 5(b), where the rank of the center of the left star can grow arbitrarily 
and the degree of the center of the right stat can grow arbitrarily. This example shows 
that an HRNCE grammar can generate rank- and degree-unbounded hypergraphs. 
Example 3.5. Let G = (z, A, r, Q, P, Z) be an HRNCE grammar such that C = 
A = {*}, f = {A, #}, Q = (+I}, Z = &-;a, and P consists of the two 
productions given in Fig. 6(a). G generates the set of all (duals of) “binary trees” of 
the form as shown in Fig. 6(b). 
HRNCE grammars are not confluent, i.e., derived hypergraphs are dependent upon 
the order of application of production rules. Two subclasses of confluent (hyper)graph 
grammars that have been studied much in the literature are the separated and linear 
classes. We shall define their HRNCE versions, which can be easily seen to be conflu- 
ent. Observe that the grammars given in Examples 3.3 and 3.4 are both linear HRNCE 
grammars and the grammar given in Example 3.5 is a separated HRNCE grammar. 
Definition 3.6. An HRNCE grammar is a separated HRNCE (S-HRNCE) grummat 
if no two nonterminal edges are adjacent in the axiom and in the right-hand side of 
any production. (This implies that no two nonterminal edges are adjacent in any of its 
sentential forms, and vice versa; similar to other separated classes of grammars.) It is 
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Fig. 4. (a) An HRNCE grammar generating all ladders; (b) an example of a ladder. 
a linear HRNCE (Lin-HRNCE) grammar if there is at most one nonterminal edge 
in the axiom and in the right-hand side of each production. 
4. Description power 
We shall show that HRNCE grammars can generate all recursively enumerable (r.e.) 
languages. As each HRNCE language is clearly r.e., this implies that HRNCE languages 
are equivalent to r.e. languages. In fact, it turns out that the chain (or graph) generating 
power of HRNCE grammars is also r.e. We shall identify this r.e. language description 
power with the edge erasing capability of HRNCE grammars and show that HRNCE 
grammars without edge erasing characterize the PSPACE languages. 
Theorem 4.1. For every r.e. language L, we can construct an HRNCE grammar G 
such that L(G) = o-chain(L). 
Proof. Let A4 = (Q,Z, T, 6, qo,b, F) be an arbitrary deterministic Turing machine with 
a single semi-infinite tape which is infinite to the right; Q is the set of states, Z is the 
input alphabet, T is the total tape alphabet, 6 : Q x T --+ Q x T x {I, r} is the 
transition function (1, r indicate the left and right moves), qo E Q is the initial state, 
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Fig. 5. (a) An HRNCE grammar generating all double stars; (b) an example of a double star. 
25 E T - I is the blank symbol, and F’ C Q is the set of accepting states. We shall 
assume without loss of generality that (1) A4 does not accept any word of length zero 
or one and initially scans the leftmost input symbol (located in the leftmost tape cell), 
and (2) A4 does not print a blank symbol and accepts while scanning the leftmost 
blank symbol. 
Let f = {a / a E I} and o(n) = (n+3) mod 3 for all rr 2 - 1. Construct an HRNCE 
grammar G = (C, A, r, 52, P, Z) such that 
C = {*, @} u T u { (4, a) I q E Q, a E T); 
A = {*}; 
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Fig. 6. (a) An HRNCE grammar generating allbinary trees; (b) an example of a binary tree. 
l- = {A, B, C, $, $, #} U I U { [a, l] 1 a E I} 
U { ia, 4, (6 9 I a E 1 U {b), i E (0, L2) ); 
sz = {$} u I; 
z = a; 
and P consists of the following productions: 
(1) the productions in Fig. 7 for all a, b E Z and all i E (0, 1, 2); 
(2) the productions in Fig. 8(a) for all a, f E I U {IT}, all b, d E T, all c E T - {6}, 
all e E Z U j U {6}, all g E C, all p, q E Q, and all i E { 0, 1, 2}, provided that 6: (p, 
b) H (q, c, r) is a right move of M; 
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Fig. 7. The productions to create an initial configuration of M. 
(3) the productions in Fig. 8(b) for all a,f E I U {6}, all b E T, all c,d E T - 
{I?}, all e E I u j U {6}, all g E C, all p, q E Q, and all i E (0, 1, 2}, provided that 
6: (p, b) H (q, c, I) is a left move of M; 
(4) the productions in Fig. 9 for all a,e,f E I U {6}, all b E T - {b}, all c E 
TU {(p,b) 1 p E F}, all d,s E I, all g E C, all h E C - {(p,b) 1 p E F}, all q E F, 
all t E IU {$, #}, and all i E (0, 1, 2). 
Let x = aru2.. a, be any word in L(M). Then, the hypergraph in Fig. 10(a), called 
a chuinur form (a chain with two tails labeled by $ and #) of x, can be generated 
by using the productions in Fig. 7. This chainar form is interpreted as the initial 
configuration of M on x, where node labels simulate the tape configuration of M, 
edge labels keep the original input word, the symbols 0, 1, 2 in edge labels indicate 
orientation, and m ( > n 2 2) is the number of tape cells to be visited by M during 
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Fig. 8. The productions to simulate a move of M: (a) right move; (b) a left move. 
the computation on x. Suppose that, at any point of computation, A4 is in state q and 
scans the i-th symbol bi of the tape content bib2 . . . b,. This situation is described 
by the chainar form in Fig. IO(b) by G. Starting with any such chainar form, G can 
simulate a move of A4 by using the productions in Fig. 8, preserving the chainar form 
of the sentential form. When A4 enters an accepting state (scanning the leftmost blank 
symbol, i.e., the m-th symbol, of the tape), G can first traverse the chainar form from 
left to right, by using the first type of production in Fig. 9, in order to relabel each 
edge labeled by [a, i], a E Z U {IT} and i E { 0, 1,2}, by (a, i), and then traverse it again 
from right to left, by using other productions in Fig. 9, in order to erase unnecessary 
nodes and edges and recover the original input word x in its oriented chain form. We 
show an example of a task that traverses the chainar form from right to left in Fig. 11, 
where q is assumed to be in F. It follows that o-chain(L(M)) C L(G). 
Now, let H be a hypergraph in L(G) and consider any derivation D for H in G. 
Each sentential form in D is a forest of chains and/or a chainar form. In D, there is a 
derivation step that introduces two edges labeled by 8 and #. (See Fig. 7. G must use 
each of the A-, B- and C-productions at least once in D since no edge labeled by B or 
C in a sentential form can be removed by rewriting a neighboring handle because of the 
@-labeled node.) Consider the derivation step that removes the nonterminal edge label 
#. It is not difficult to observe that this can be done only by the second production in 
Fig. 9, i.e., by rewriting the i-labeled edge by $ and, at the same time, its incident node 
labeled by (q,B), for some q E F, by @. (If the node incident to the $-labeled edge is 
not labeled by (q,6) for some q E F, then the edge label # and the newly created node 
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Fig. 9. The productions to recover the input word of M. 
label @ cannot be removed in the future derivation step.) Now, the nonterminal node 
label @ created in this derivation step can be removed only by rewriting the handle 
associated with a (6, i)-labeled edge, for some i, which contains the @-labeled node, 
via the third type of production in Fig. 9. (A (itr,i)-labeled edge and its two incident 
nodes are replaced by a single node labeled by @.) It is easy to observe now that 
the label @ created initially while removing the #-labeled edge must traverse from 
right to left on a chain and be removed at the left end, by applying the third type of 
production in Fig. 9 as many as the number of edges labeled by (6, i), i E (0, 1,2}, 
to remove all such edges, and then the fourth type of production in Fig. 9 as many 
as the number of edges labeled by (d, i), d E I and i E {0,1,2}, to relabel them by 
the corresponding symbols from I, and finally the fifth type of production in Fig. 9 to 
complete the derivation with an oriented chain form. Note that this is possible only if 
the starting sentential form for this process (to which the !&production is applied) is 
connected and each of its rank-two edges is labeled by some (a, i), a E I U (6) and 
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Fig. 10. Sentential forms for configurations of M: (a) an initial configuration; (b) a typical intermediate 
configuration. 
c d 
[a, 11 (4 2) P+ 0) 
=+ c d @ 
la, 11 (4 2) $ 
=+ 
e @ 
Fig. Il. A derivation that recovers the orginal input word of hf. 
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i E {0,1,2}. (The second condition guarantees that no @-labeled node is mistakenly 
removed by simulating a move of M.) Suppose that [ai, 11, [a~, 21, . . . , [a,, u(n)] is 
the sequence of edge labels, with each ai E I, which are introduced by applying the 
productions in Fig. 7. Let rci, 712, . . . , nk be the sequence of productions from Fig. 8 
which are introduced in D. Then, A4 can clearly accept the word al a2 ’ . . a,, by using 
the transitions corresponding to 7~1, 712, . . . , 71k since G can preserve the chainar form 
of its sentential form only by simulating moves of A4 accurately. It follows that L(G) 
C o-chain(L(M)). 0 
The r.e. description power of HRNCE grammars originates from their selective edge- 
erasing capability that can filter out undesired derivations from generating terminal 
hypergraphs by use of a so-called blocking edge such as one labeled by # or a so- 
called blocking node such as one labeled by @, as used in the above proof. Note that 
an HRNCE grammar can remove an edge in a sentential form in two ways: 
(1) by an explicit edge-erasing mechanism via an edge-erasing production whose 
right-hand side contains no edge; and 
(2) by an implicit edge-erasing mechanism that removes an edge by removing the 
incident nodes/surrounding handles in a derivation. 
The grammar G in the proof of Theorem 4.1 uses both types of edge erasing (i.e., 
erasing of the edge labeled by (6, i) and #, respectively), but the first type of edge 
erasing can be removed: simply attach a b-labeled, rank-one edge to the @-labeled node 
in the right-hand side of the third production in Fig. 9, where b is a new nonterminal 
edge label (this B-labeled edge disappears when @ moves left). G also uses both a 
blocking edge and a blocking node (labeled by # and @, respectively), but the latter can 
be replaced by a blocking edge if we remove the first type of edge erasing as described 
above and similarly attach a B-labeled, rank-one edge to each @-labeled node in the 
right-hand sides of the productions in Fig. 7. Thus, we can simulate r.e. languages by 
using HRNCE grammars with the edge-erasing mechanism of the second type only, 
together with a blocking edge. 
It is also possible to simulate r.e. languages by using HRNCE grammars with the 
edge-erasing mechanism of the first type only, together with a blocking node. For 
this, let us describe a word x = uiu2 . . . a,, by its modijied oriented chain, denoted 
by m-o-chain(x), which is obtained from the oriented chain in Fig. 2 by attaching a 
*-labeled, degree-one node to each edge. Now, consider the hypergraph obtained from 
the sentential form in Fig. 10(a) by removing the #-labeled edge and by attaching a *- 
labeled, degree-one node to each edge and the hypergraph obtained from the sentential 
form in Fig. 10(b) by doing a similar modification. Such a structure can be created 
and preserved while simulating the Turing machine M by an HRNCE grammar G’ 
that can be obtained by a simple modification of G and, intuitively, no erasing of the 
second type occurs. Thus, L(G’) = m-o-chain(L(M)) and M’ uses the edge-erasing 
mechanism of the first type only, together with a blocking node. 
NLC grammars can filter out undesired derivations by disconnecting the finally gen- 
erated graphs [24]. On the other hand, eNCE grammars use a blocking edge, which 
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is permanent once it is created, for the same purpose [ 151. Our HRNCE model uses 
a blocking edge and/or a blocking node that can or cannot be removed depending on 
a particular derivation by its selective erasing capability. If we eliminate both types 
of edge erasing from HRNCE grammars, then their languages are in PSPACE. Such 
a grammar without edge erasing can generate a PSPACE-complete language, by using 
a blocking node only. See Theorem 4.4 below. This situation is comparable to NLC 
and eNCE grammars that also characterize the PSPACE languages in a similar way. 
Definition 4.2. An N-HRNCE grammar is an HRNCE grammar without edge erasing, 
i.e., it never erases an already created edge except for rewriting of its associated handle 
by a hypergraph containing at least one edge. 
Lemma 4.3. For every context-sensitive language L, we can construct an N-HRNCE 
grammar G such that L(G) = m-o-chain(L). 
Proof. Let M be a linear-bounded automaton accepting L. If we simulate M by an 
HRNCE grammar G without edge erasing, along the method to simulate a Turing 
machine by an HRNCE grammar with edge-erasing productions and a blocking node 
as discussed earlier, then L(G) = m-o-chain(L) and G has no edge-erasing property. 
Theorem 4.4. Every N-HRNCE language is in PSPACE. There exists a PSPACE- 
complete N-HRNCE language. 
Proof. Let G be an N-HRNCE grammar and H an arbitrary input hypergraph. Assume 
without loss of generality that the axiom of G consists of a single nonterminal edge 
without nodes. Suppose that H E L(G) and let D be a derivation for H in G. Consider 
an arbitrary intermediate sentential form K in D. Note first that each isolated node in K 
remains isolated in all subsequent sentential forms in D. Now, each nonempty edge e 
in K has two types of incident nodes: the nodes introduced together with e in a single 
derivation step, from the right-hand side of a production, and the nodes introduced 
in later derivation steps and connected to e via embedding relations. The sum of all 
nodes of the former type over all edges in K, together with the isolated nodes in K, 
is exactly the node set of K. Let c be the number of isolated nodes in H and let d 
be the maximum rank of the edges in the right-hand sides of the productions of G. 
Then, clearly #VK < c + d . #EK. The number of edges in a sentential form never 
decreases in D. This means that K contains at most #EH edges and at most c + d ’ #EH 
nodes. Namely, each intermediate sentential form in D is size-bounded by a polynomial 
function in the size of H. Therefore, such a derivation can be guessed in polynomial 
space since we need only store two consecutive sentential forms on the worktape of a 
Turing machine. It follows that L(G) E PSPACE. 
There exists a context-sensitive language Lo which is PSPACE-complete [ 171. By 
Lemma 4.3, there exists an N-HRNCE grammar Go such that L(G0) = m-o-chain(Lo). 
A word x can be easily transformed into its modified oriented chain. Clearly, x E LO 
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if and only if m-o-chain(x) E L(Go). Namely, Ls reduces to L(Gs). Therefore, L(Go) 
is a PSPACE-complete N-HRNCE language. 0 
We note that the edge-erasing property of either type, that an HRNCE grammar 
ever erases an already created edge (except for rewriting of its associated handle by 
a hypergraph containing at least one edge) to generate a terminal hypergraph, is an 
undecidable property. This can be esaily observed by considering a reduction from the 
Turing machine emptiness problem, which is undecidable, along the construction of G 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 or its modified version G’ as discussed earlier. In the next 
two sections, we shall study some basic properties (normal forms and complexity) of 
S-HRNCE grammars, for which this property can be effectively removed. 
5. Normal forms 
We shall present some useful normal form results for S-HRNCE grammars. In par- 
ticular, the edge-erasing property can be removed from S-HRNCE grammars and there 
exist Chomsky and Greibach normal forms for S-HRNCE grammars. We shall also ob- 
serve that S-HRNCE languages are context-free in the sense of Courcelle [5], i.e., they 
are generated by confluent and associative S-HRNCE grammars. The reader can ob- 
serve that many normal forms discussed in this section are known for B-NLC, B-eNCE 
and/or B-edNCE grammars and the results stated in this section hold for Lin-HRNCE 
grammars as well. 
Definition 5.1. An S-HRNCE grammar G is simple if, for each sentential form H in 
G and each nonterminal edge e in H, the nodes incident to e are pairwise distinctly 
labeled. 
Lemma 5.2. Every S-HRNCE language can be generated by a simple S-HRNCE 
grammar. 
Proof. Let G be an S-HRNCE grammar. Each production (.4,X, C) in G is transformed 
into another one as follows. We first modify X by using node contraction. Let e be 
a nonterminal edge in X and let x1 ,x2,. . . , x,, (n > 1) be the nodes incident to e and 
labeled by the same symbol, say a. Remove x1,x2,. . . ,x, and add a new node xi,2 ,,.,, 
labeled by a to e and to all other (terminal) edges e’ in X containing at least one 
xi. Replace each triple (xi, b, B) E C, 1 < i < n, by (xi,2 ,,,,, n, b, B). Repeat this 
for all nonempty nonterminal edges in X and all node labels, in any order. Now, 
modify the axiom of G by using the same node contraction. It is easy to see that the 
resulting S-HRNCE grammar generates L(G) and has the property that nodes incident 
to a nonterminal edge are pairwise distinctly labeled in each sentential form. 0 
Definition 5.3. The context of a nonterminal edge e in a hypergraph H, denoted by 
contextH(e), is the set {(a, B) 1 an edge e’ with &(e’) = B is u-adjacent to e}. 
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An S-HRNCE grammar G = (C, A, r, 52, P, 2) is context-consistent if there is a 
function r : r - 52 + 2zxp such that, for each sentential form H in G and for 
each nonterminal edge e in H, contextH(e) = q($H(e)). The function q satisfying this 
property is called the context-describing function of G. 
Lemma 5.4. Every S-HRNCE language can be generated by a context-consistent 
S-HRNCE grammar. 
Proof. Let G = (C, A, P, 52, P, Z) be an S-HRNCE grammar and consider an arbitrary 
derivation step H +(,,) K in G. The context of nonterminal edges created from the 
right-hand side of rc can be calculated from the context of e in H and the context 
of a nonterminal edge does not change until its associated handle is rewritten. This 
observation was used in [37] to transform B-NLC grammars into the context-consistent 
normal form and we shall follow the same transformation technique. Relabel each 
nonterminal edge label A in Z by A, if the context of this edge is r. Transform each 
production (,4,X, C) of G into as many as 2#(rx”) productions of the form (A,, X’, C), 
where r 5 C x Q and X’ is obtained from X by relabeling each nonterminal edge e by 
B, if $x(e) = B and u = contextx(e) U {(4x(v), B’) 1 v E lx(e), (v, a, B’) E C, and 
(a, B’) E r}. The proof for the fact that the resulting grammar is a context-consistent 
S-HRNCE grammar generating L(G) is fully analogous to the B-NLC case and is left 
to the reader. 0 
Definition 5.5. A A-production is one whose right-hand side is A. A chain production 
is one whose right-hand side is a single nonterminal handle. (A handle is a nonterminal 
handle if its associated edge is labeled by a nonterminal symbol; otherwise, it is a 
terminal handle. ) 
Lemma 5.6. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by an S-HRNCE 
grammar without A- and chain productions. 
Proof. Analogous to the cases of context-free grammars [22] and eNCE grammars 
[15]. Probably, we need only note the following. In the case of A-productions, each 
handle in the right-hand side of a production that can derive A is optionally removed. 
If such removal of handles results in an empty terminal edge in the right-hand side 
of a production, then it must also be removed. In the case of chain productions, the 
embedding relations of the productions replacing a chain production can be calculated 
by inductively combining the embedding relations of two productions that can be used 
consecutively into one. See Definitions 5.17 and 5.18 for such a calculation. 0 
Definition 5.7. An S-HRNCE grammar G = (C, A, P, 52, P, Z) is neighborhood 
preserving if, for all H, K E HGR z,r such that Z J* H +,,) K, each edge adjacent 
to e in H is incident to at least one node from the right-hand side of rt in K. 
Lemma 5.8. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by a neigh- 
borhood-preserving S-HRNCE grammar. 
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Proof. Let G = (C, A, r, 52, P, 2) be a context-consistent S-HRNCE grammar gen- 
erating a language without A. Assume without loss of generality that G contains no 
A-production and Z contains one edge only, which is nonterminal. Let n be the context- 
describing function of G. 
We construct an S-HRNCE grammar G’ = (z, A, I”, 52, P’, Z’) such that, for every 
derivation Z =$* H J* K (E HGRd,n) in G, there is a corresponding derivation Z’ J* 
H’ +* K’ (= K) in G’ such that, if e is a nonterminal edge adjacent to a terminal edge 
e’ in H and e’ is not incident to any node created from e in K, then e and e’ are not 
adjacent in H’ in the first place. Such a disconnection between e and e’ in H’ is done 
by removing the nodes shared by e and e’ from the node set of e’ and, as a result, e’ 
may also be removed if its node set becomes empty. To construct such a grammar G’, 
we shall adopt the method used for B-NLC grammars [37]. (An essentially identical 
method was also used for B-edNCE grammars in [ 161.) Augment each nonterminal 
edge label A by adding an index Y c q(A): the modified label A, means that the 
edge with this label has not established a connection to B-labeled edges via u-labeled 
nodes, for all (a, B) E r, even though it should have if followed the productions of 
G. The information contained in r can be transferred to newly introduced nonterminal 
edge labels by using the embedding relation of a production and each “forbidden” 
embedding relation (a, B) in r can be eventually verified and deleted when applying a 
production whose right-hand side does not establish connection to B-labeled edges via 
a-labeled nodes. 
Formally, G’ is defined as follows. Let r’ = {A, 1 A E r - 52, r & q(A)} U Sz and let 
Z’ be the same as Z except that the only edge in Z, which is nonterminal, is augmented 
with 0. To define P’, let rc = (A,X, C) be a production in P. Let X’ be any hypergraph 
obtained from X by replacing the label Y of each nonterminal edge e in X by Y, for 
some u C. r](Y) and by deleting all nodes labeled by a from the node set of each 
B-labeled edge that is u-adjacent to e in X if (a, B) E U. (Note that no node of X is 
removed in this process; only the membership of a node in the node set of a terminal 
edge can be removed. As the result, some terminal edges may disappear if they lose 
all incident nodes.) Then, each production of the form (A,, X’, C) with r 2 v(A) is 
in P’ if the following conditions hold: 
(1) for each (a, B) E r](A) - r, (u, a, B) E C for some node v E V,; 
(2) for each node u and each nonterminal edge e incident to u in X, if (a, B) E r, 
(u, a, B) E C, and $x!(e) = Y, then (4x(u), B) E U; and 
(3) for each node u not incident to any nonterminal edge in X, if (a, B) E r then 
(0, a, B) 9 C. 
The proof for the fact that G’ is a context-consistent, neighborhood-preserving S- 
HRNCE grammar (with the context-describing function y’ such that $(A,) = r&4)-r 
for all A r E r’) generating L(G) is fully analogous to the one in [ 161 or [37] and is 
left to the reader. 0 
Lemma 5.9. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by an S-HRNCE 
grammar without edge erasing. 
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Proof. Recall that an HRNCE grammar can erase an edge either by an edge-erasing 
production or by removing its incident nodes/surrounding handles, as discussed in Sec- 
tion 4. Lemma 5.8 implies that the edge erasing of the second type can be removed 
from S-HRNCE grammars. For the first type of edge erasing, we need only remove 
productions whose right-hand sides contain isolated nodes only since A-productions can 
be removed from S-HRNCE grammars (Lemma 5.6). This can be done easily by using 
a standard production substitution technique (similar to the A- and chain-production 
removal) and is left to the reader. 0 
Definition 5.10. An S-HRNCE grammar is reduced if it is simple, context-consistent, 
chain-production free, neighborhood-preserving, and edge-erasing free. 
Theorem 5.11. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by a reduced 
S-HRNCE grammar. 
Proof. Let G be an S-HRNCE grammar not generating A. Using the methods dis- 
cussed in this section, successively transform G into a grammar which is simple, A- 
production free, context-consistent, neighborhood-preserving, chain-production free, and 
edge-erasing free (it is sufficient to remove productions whose right-hand sides contain 
isolated nodes only, as discussed in the proof of Lemma 5.9), in this sequence. Then 
the resulting grammar is a reduced S-HRNCE grammar generating L(G). 13 
Definition 5.12. An S-HRNCE grammar is in Chomsky normal form if the right-hand 
side of each production consists of (1) either isolated nodes or a terminal handle but 
not both, and optionally a nonterminal handle, or (2) two nonterminal handles with no 
isolated node. 
Theorem 5.13. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by a reduced 
S-HRNCE grammar in Chomsky normal form. 
Proof. Let G = (Z, A, r, 8, P, 2) be an S-HRNCE grammar without edge erasing. 
We construct an S-HRNCE grammar G’ = (Z’, A, P, 52, P’, Z) containing only 
chain productions and productions in Chomsky normal form such that L(G’) = L(G), 
by using a method similar to the one for B-eNCE grammars [ 151. G’ can be further 
transformed into an equivalent reduced form by using the techniques discussed earlier 
in this section; the resulting grammar preserves the Chomsky normal form. 
The idea is simple. If any production of G violates the rule for G’, i.e., its right- 
hand side contains (1) isolated nodes together with a terminal handle or more than one 
handle or (2) no isolated node together with two terminal handles or more than two 
handles, then it is transformed into a set of productions for G’ that must be executed 
in sequence, as in the Chomsky normal-form transformation for context-free grammars. 
To establish appropriate embedding relations for new productions, we introduce special 
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node and edge labels: 
C’ = C U {5)(4,X, C) E Pandu E Vx}; 
r’ = r U {[n, i] 1 TZ E P and 1 < i < #Ex if X is the right-hand side of rc}. 
To define P’, let rc = (A,X, C) be any production in P that is not in the desired form 
and let ei, e2, . . ., e, be any fixed ordering of the edges in X such that all terminal 
edges, if any, come before nonterminal edges. We construct n + 1 productions, ~0, 
711, . . . . Gl, for rc. The first production rcs rewrites a handle whose associated edge is 
labeled by A and creates a nonterminal edge 50, labeled by [rr, 11, and all nodes in X, 
that can be connected to outside edges exactly as done by rc by using the embedding 
relation C. In the right-hand side of rco, all isolated nodes of X are labeled as in X 
and remain isolated. Other nodes are contained in the node set of 50 and are labeled 
by their (barred) names so that connection to their incident edges in X, introduced by 
other productions, can be made appropriately. For i = 1, 2, . . ., n - 1, the production 
rti rewrites a handle whose associated edge is labeled by [rc, i] and creates two edges, 
ei and a new nonterminal edge ti labeled by $_(ei) and [rc, i + 11, respectively, and 
re-creates all nodes incident to ti_i in the right-hand side of the production xi-i. Each 
node incident to ei but not to any edge indexed higher than i in X is incident to ei only 
in the right-hand side of ni and is labeled by its original label, i.e., as in X. Each node 
incident to ei and some edge indexed higher than i in X is incident to both ei and ti in 
the right-hand side of ni and is labeled by its barred name. All other nodes are incident 
to ti only in the right-hand side of Xi and are labeled by their barred names. Each 
of these nodes will be connected to all previously incident edges, by using the special 
labels (the barred node names) of the nodes incident to ti-i to which xi is applied. 
Finally, rc, rewrites a handle whose associated edge is labeled by [rc, n] and creates 
the last edge e, and its incident nodes, labeled as in X, and establishes connection 
between these nodes and their previously incident edges. 
Formally, the n + 1 productions in P’ that correspond to n = (4,X, C) in P are 
defined as follows: 
(1) rco = (A, X0, C), where E,Y,, = {to}, Vx = VX, r~,(50) = {u E VX) u is not 
isolated], h~dto) = Lx, 11, AY,<~> = ~x(v> if u $J CC,(~O) and 4~,(u) = fi if u E Q,(~o) 
for all u E I& ; 
(2) 71i = ([71, i], Xi, Ci), 1 < i < 12 - 1, where Ex, = {ei, ti}, Gi = lx_,(ti-l), 
lx,(ei) = Mei), 1Xt(5i) = Uj>i cdej), $xr(ei) = $xx(Q), Iclx,(Si> = Lx, i + 11, 4x!(U) 
= $X(V) if u 9 Ix,(t) and c$,~~(u) = V if u E tx,(<i) for all u E V,, and Ci = {(u, 6, 
B) 1 u E V, and B E 52); and 
(3) zn, = ([r~ nl, X,, C,), where KY, = (4, I5” = IX,(G) = rx(e,), IC(x,(e,) = 
$x(e,), $X,,(U) = &Y(U) for all u E Vx,,, and C, is the same as in (2) with i = n. 
It is easy to see that the productions 7~0, nt, . . ., n, must be applied in sequence in 
any derivation. As S-HRNCE grammars are confluent, we can in fact assume that they 
are applied in consecutive derivation steps. rrs creates all nodes in X and establishes 
their connection to outside edges exactly as done by x. Each rti (1 < i < n) creates 
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ei, recovering the original labels of some of its incident nodes (not incident to any ej, 
j > i) and preserving each node’s incidence to other edges. Terminal edges in X must 
be generated before any nonterminal edge in X is generated since, otherwise, some 
nonterminal edge in X will be adjacent to some ti in P’. With all these observations, 
it is not difficult to see that L(G’) = L(G) and G’ contains only chain productions and 
productions in Chomsky normal form; a formal proof is left to the reader. As indicated 
before, G’ can be transformed into the reduced form, preserving the Chomsky normal 
form. 0 
Definition 5.14. A Lin-HRNCE grammar is a Linl-HRNCE grammar if the right- 
hand side of each production consists of either isolated nodes or a terminal handle, 
and optionally a nonterminal handle. 
Theorem 5.15. Every Lin-HRNCE language without A can be generated by a re- 
duced Linl-HRNCE grammar. 
Proof. Identical to the proof of Theorem 5.13. 0 
Definition 5.16. An S-HRNCE grammar is in Greibach normal form if the right-hand 
side of each production consists of either isolated nodes or a terminal handle, and 
optionally other nonterminal handles. 
To transform an S-HRNCE grammar G into the Greibach normal form, we shall 
use a method similar to the one for context-free grammars. This involves two princi- 
pal transformations on the productions of G: the production substitution and recursion 
removal. We shall define the production substitution by using a so-called hypergraph 
substitution function, (This function is similar to the one defined for B-edNCE gram- 
mars in [6] and will also be used later in this section to show context-freeness of 
S-HRNCE languages.) Then, with the notion of a recursive production appropriately 
defined, we shall show that a process essentially identical to the one for context-free 
grammars [22] works for S-HRNCE grammars. 
Definition 5.17. A hypergraph with embedding over C and r is a pair (H, emb), where 
H E HGRz,r and emb c VH x .Z x r. Let HGRZr be the set of all hypergraphs 
with embedding over Z and r. Each hypergraph with embedding (H, emb) such that 
emb = 0 is identified with H. Thus, HGR_T,~ g HGR;,,. Let (H, embH), (K, embK) 
E HGR%,r, where VH I- V, = 8 and EH n EK = 0, and let e E EH. For each e’ E 
EH - {e}, let y(e’) = (rH(e’) - tH(e)) U {v E V, 1 (v,a,t,bH(e’) E embK and e, e’ are 
u-adjacent in H}. Then, the hypergruph substitution of (K, embK) for e (or handle(e) 
to be more precise) in (H, embH), denoted by (H, embH)[e c (K, embK)], is the 
hypergraph with embedding (J, embJ) such that: VJ = (V, - zH(e)) U V,; EJ = 
{e’ E EH - {e} 1 lH(e) n t&e’) # p) implies y(e’) # 8) U EK; zJ(e’) = y(e’) if e’ E EH 
and zJ(e’) = tK(e’) if e’ E EK; the node and edges labels in J are the same as in H or 
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K; and emb., = (embH - (zH(e) x C x r)) U {(u, a, B) ( (u, &(u’), B) E embK 
for some u’ E r~(e) such that (v’, a, B) E embH}. 
Definition 5.18. Let G = (C, d, r, 52, P, 2) be an S-HRNCE grammar. A production 
substitution in G is to remove a production (A,X,C) with i,&(e) E r - Sz for some 
e E EX and add a production (A, X, C) such that (2, C) = (X, C)[e c (Y,D)], for 
each production ($x(e), Y, D) in G. 
Lemma 5.19. A production substitution does not affect the language generated by an 
S-HRNCE grammar. 
Proof. A production substitution combines two derivation steps that can occur consec- 
utively into one. It is not difficult to check its accuracy. Now, the confluence property 
of S-HRNCE grammars implies the lemma. 0 
Definition 5.20. A production (A,X, C), with at least one edge but no isolated node in 
X, is recursive if all edges in X are labeled by A. 
Lemma 5.21. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by an S- 
HRNCE grammar without recursive productions. 
Proof. Let G = (C, d, r, 52, P, Z) be a reduced S-HRNCE grammar. Let q be the 
context-describing function of G. Suppose that xl,i = (A, Xi, Cd), 1 < i < m, are 
all recursive A-productions and 7c2,i = (A, Yi, Di), 1 < i < n, are all nonrecursive 
A-productions. (We assume that m, n z 1.) We show how these productions can 
be replaced by nonrecursive productions, independently of other productions in P and 
without changing the generated language. 
For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Y: be the hypergraph obtained from Yi by adding a 
new nonterminal edge aj with one node yi, labeled by A and *, respectively, where A 
and * are new labels. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , m, let ei be any fixed edge in Xi. Let X/ 
be the hypergraph obtained from Xi by removing ei and its incident nodes and adding 
a new nonterminal edge ci with one node xi, labeled by A and *, respectively. Let X/ 
be the hypergraph obtained from Xi by simply removing ei and its incident nodes. 
We shall keep all nonrecursive A-productions. Now, remove all recursive A- 
productions and add the following productions: 
(1) T& = (A, Y/, 0;) for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where Df = Di U ({ yi} x .Z x a); 
(2) TC~,~ = (A, X/, Ci) for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where Cl = {(4x~(~), *, B) ( v E 
VI - lx(ei), B E D and (4x;(v), B) E q(A)} U ({xi} x C x Q); and 
(3) 7$ = (A, X/‘, C:‘) for all i = 1, 2, . . ., m, where C:’ = C; - ({Xi} x C x ~2). 
Let G’ be the S-HRNCE grammar obtained from G by performing the above trans- 
formation for each edge label A E r - Q that defines recursive productions. Clearly, 
G’ does not contain any recursive production. (Each &’ contains an A-labeled edge. 
Each of X/ and Xi’ contains at least one A-labeled edge since G is chain-production 
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free.) To understand our transformation, consider a short derivation in G that uses re- 
cursive A-productions r~l,i, nr,j, zr,k and then breaks recursion by using a nonrecursive 
A-production 712~: 
where ei (ej, ek) is an A-labeled edge in the right-hand side of rcr,i (rcrj, zr,k). Note 
that all A-labeled edges created from eo in this derivation are pairwise node-disjoint 
since G is separated and that each such A-labeled edge has exactly the same context 
as eo since G is context-consistent. As no terminal edge or isolated node is created in 
this derivation except in the last step, each of these A-labeled edges must preserve the 
neighborhood of es for its accurate context. With this observation, it is not difficult to 
see that the following is an accurate simulation of the above derivation: 
Ho =+@o,“:,,) ff: =b,,n:,,) H2/ +(Ln:,j) H3 =%t,>q H4. 
As such a simulation is clearly possible for a derivation of any length in G that involves 
recursive A-productions and G is confluent, it follows that L(G) 2 L(G’). The converse 
argument that L(G’) & L(G) can be similarly observed based on the fact that G is 
confluent and context-consistent. We shall leave it to the reader. 0 
Theorem 5.22. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by a reduced 
S-HRNCE grammar in Greibach normal form. 
Proof, Let G = (C, A, 1”, Q, P, Z) be a reduced S-HRNCE grammar in Chomsky 
normal form. We construct a reduced S-HRNCE grammar in Greibach normal form 
generating L(G), by using a method similar to the one for context-free grammars [22]. 
Enumerate the nonterminal edge labels: Al, AZ, . . . , A,, where n = #(T - 52). Now, 
construct an S-HRNCE grammar G’ by performing the following in sequence: 
(1) For i = 1, 2, . . . . n in sequence, transform all Ai-productions of G so that each 
Ai-production (Ai, X, C) has the property that X contains an isolated node, a terminal 
edge, or a nonterminal edge labeled by Aj for some j > i. This can be done by using 
a sequence of production substitutions (Lemma 5.19) followed by a recursion removal 
(Lemma 5.21). Recall that recursion removal introduces a new nonterminal edge label 
Ai and the right-hand side of each &production contains at least one edge with its 
label from r. 
(2) The right-hand side of each A,-production contains an isolated node or a ter- 
minal edge. Transform all other Aj-productions into such form by using production 
substitutions, for i = n - 1, n - 2, . . ., 1 in sequence. Now, transform all &-productions 
(1 < i < n) into such form by using production substitutions. 
This transformation algorithm is identical to the one for context-free grammars in 
[22] except that the notion of production substitution and recursion has been modified. 
With Lemmata 5.19 and 5.21 and the fact that G is a reduced S-HRNCE grammar 
in Chomsky normal form, it should not be difficult to see that L(G’) = L(G) and 
G’ contains some isolated nodes and/or terminal edges in the right-hand side of each 
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production. The productions of G’ can be further modified so that the right-hand side 
of each production contains either some isolated nodes or exactly one terminal edge, 
by using a method similar to the Chomsky normal-form transformation (to replace 
redundant terminal edges by nonterminal edges). Finally, the resulting grammar can be 
converted into the reduced form as explained in the proof of Theorem 5.11. 0 
Our final subject in this section is the context-freeness of S-HRNCE languages, 
along the definition of context-free rewriting systems given in [5]. This requires a 
hypergraph substitution function satisfying the so-called preservation axiom (stated in 
Lemma 5.24 below) with which the S-HRNCE rewriting step can be defined. Let [] 
be the substitution function defined in Definition 5.17. The following lemmata can 
be proved in a straightforward way and their proofs are left to the interested reader, 
referring to Lemma 5.3 in [5] and Lemma 3.2 in [6] for a very similar proof. 
Lemma 5.23. For each reduced S-HRNCE grammar G, H +(,,) K in G if and only 
tf K = H[e t (X, C)], where n = (A, X, C) and $n(e) = A. 
Lemma 5.24. The hypergraph substitution [ ] restricted to reduced S-HRNCE gram- 
mars satisjes the following context-free conditions as stated in [5]: 
(1) Preservation Axiom: the object substituted (i.e., a handle) preserves the exis- 
tence of other objects; 
(2) Conjluence Axiom: H[e + K][e’ +- K’] = H[e’ + K’][e + K] for all H,K, K’ E 
HGR’,,r and all e, e’ E En; 
(3) Associativity Axiom: H[e + K][e’ c K’] = H[e +- K[e’ + K’]] for all 
H,K,K’ E HGR”,,r, all e E En, and all e’ E EK. 
Theorem 5.25. Every S-HRNCE language without A can be generated by a context- 
free S-HRNCE grammar (in reduced, Chomsky or Greibach normal form). 
Proof. Follows from Lemmata 5.23 and 5.24 (and Theorems 5.13 and 5.22). 0 
6. Complexity of S-HRNCE Languages 
We showed in Section 4 that HRNCE and N-HRNCE languages characterize the 
r.e. and PSPACE respectively languages. We continue investigation of the descrip- 
tion power of S-HRNCE grammars along this line and show that S-HRNCE and 
Lin-HRNCE languages characterize the NP languages. More specifically, S-HRNCE 
languages are in NP and there is an NP-complete Lin-HRNCE language which satis- 
fies any two of the following conditions: connected; degree-bounded; and rank-bounded. 
When all these three conditions are imposed, S-HRNCE and Lin-HRNCE languages 
characterize the classes LOGCFL and NLOG, respectively. This situation is similar to 
the complexity of B-edNCE languages which are in NP. There is an NP-complete Lin- 
edNCE language satisfying any two of the following conditions: connected; in-degree 
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bounded; and out-degree bounded [l], and every B-edNCE (Lin-edNCE) language sat- 
isfying all these three conditions is in LOGCFL (NLOG) [12]. Note also that CFHG 
languages characterize the NP languages and connected CFHG graph languages of 
bounded degree are in LOGCFL [33]. In fact, B-edNCE grammars, CFHG grammars, 
and separated HH grammars generate the same graph languages of bounded degree 
[lo, 161. 
Theorem 6.1. Every S-HRNCE language is in NP. There exists an NP-complete Lin- 
HRNCE language which satisjies any two of the following conditions: connected; 
degree-bounded; and rank-bounded. 
Proof. The existence of reduced Greibach normal form for S-HRNCE grammars, as 
stated in Theorem 5.22, implies that S-HRNCE languages are in NP. For NP-hardness 
part, we shall use a reduction from the set CB2 of all graphs with cyclic bandwidth 
at most two, which is NP-complete [28]. (A graph has cyclic bandwidth at most k if 
there exists a cyclic ordering of its nodes such that the cyclic distance between each 
pair of adjacent nodes is at most k. For convenience in our reduction, we shall assume 
without loss of generality that every graph in CB2 has at least six nodes.) Turan [42] 
constructed a so-called monotone NLC grammar, in which the right-hand side of each 
production contains at least two nodes, that generates CB2. There also exists a B-NLC 
grammar generating CB2 [37]. We shall construct a Lin-HRNCE grammar G generating 
dual(CBz), the set of all duals of the graphs in CB2, using an idea similar to the ones 
in [37,42]. 
Let G = (C,d,r,Q,P,Z), where Z = {bl, bz, b-1, b-2, *}, A = {*},r = 
{A, B, #}, 52 = {#},Z = q and P consists of the following productions: 
(1) the thirty two productions obtained from the production shown in Fig. 12(a) by 
removing or retaining each node labeled by *; 
(2) the four productions obtained from the production shown in Fig. 12(b) by re- 
moving or retaining each node labeled by *; and 
(3) the one hundred twenty eight productions obtained from the production shown 
in Fig. 12(c) by removing or retaining each node labeled by *. 
It is easy to observe that L(G) = dual(CB2), e.g., by following a few derivation 
steps of G. As each graph (an instance of CB2) can be easily converted to its dual 
(an instance of the membership problem for G), it follows, together with L(G) E NP 
as discussed before, that L(G) is NP-complete. Furthermore, each hypergraph in L(G) 
has degree at most two and rank at most four. 
Now, consider the following modification G’ of G. The hypergraph in Fig. 12(a) has 
an additional node labeled by a new terminal symbol * which is connected to all five 
edges. The productions in Figs. 12(b) and 12(c) can be easily modified so that this 
special node exists uniquely in each sentential form, being incident to all edges. Clearly, 
L(G’) is NP-complete and consists of connected and rank-bounded hypergraphs only. 
Similarly, consider G” obtained from G as follows. Add a new terminal edge labeled 
by # consisting of five new terminal nodes labeled by C to the hypergraph in Fig. 12(a) 
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Fig. 12. The productions of G generating dual (CB2). 
and include these five nodes to the five edges in Fig. 12(a) in a one-to-one manner. 
Modify the productions in Figs. 12(b) and (c) so that each newly introduced edge is 
connected to this #-labeled edge via a *-labeled node. Then, L(G)) is NP-complete 
and consists of connected and degree-bounded hypergraphs only. 0 
Lemma 6.2. For every context-free (linear) language L, we can construct an S- 
HRNCE (Lin-HRNCE) grammar G such that L(G) = o-chain(L). 
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Fig. 13. The productions to simulate linear grammars. 
Proof. Let Gi = (r, 52, P, S) be a linear grammar in {A --+ aB, A + Ba, A 4 u}- 
normal form, where A, B E r - 52 and a E Q. Construct a Lin-HRNCE grammar 
Gi = (C, A, T’, a’, P’, 2) such that Z = {I, Y, *}, A = {x}, r’ = r u (2 1 A 
E r - 52) u {$}, Q’ = A2 u {$}, 2 = 0-9, and P’ consists of the following 
productions for all b E Sz and all c E 52 U {$}: 
(1) if A + aB is a production of G 1, then the production in Fig. 13(a) and its 
modified version, with A replaced by 2 and the *-labeled node removed, are in P’; 
(2) if A -+ Ba is a production of Gi, then the production in Fig. 13(b) and its 
modified version, with A and B replaced by 2 and B, respectively, and the Z-labeled 
node removed, are in P’; and 
(3) if A -+ a is a production of Gi, then the production in Fig. 13(c) and its modified 
version, with A replaced by 2 and the left *-labeled node removed, are in P’. 
Each sentential form of Gi is an oriented chain containing exactly one nonterminal 
edge. This nonterminal edge is labeled by 2 for some A E r - Sz if and only if 
it is the leftmost edge. Rewriting of Gi accurately simulates a derivation step of Gi 
by using the labels E and Y as orientation. It is straightforward to see that L(Gi) = 
o-chain(l( Gi )). 
Similarly, starting with a context-free grammar G2 in operator normal form (i.e., no 
two nonterminals are adjacent in the right-hand side of any production) [21], it is easy 
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to construct an S-HRNCE grammar G2 such that L( Gz) = o-chain(L(G1 )) by using 
the same method as described above. 0 
Theorem 6.3. Every Lin-HRNCE Ianguage which is connected, degree-bounded, and 
rank-bounded is in NLOG. There exists such a Lin-HRNCE language which is 
NLOG-complete. 
Proof. Let G = (C, A, r, 52, P, Z) be a reduced Linl-HRNCE grammar (Theorem 
5.15) generating a connected hypergraph language of degree at most d and rank at 
most r. To prove that L(G) E NLOG, we shall use a technique introduced in [ 181 for 
graph layout analysis, and subsequently adopted in [ 1, 11, 121 for efficient parsing of 
connected, linear or boundary eNCE languages of bounded degree. 
Consider any input hypergraph H E HGR A,*. That H is connected, of degree at most 
d, and of rank at most P can be easily checked in log space nondetetministically. Sup- 
pose that H E L(G) and let K be any intermediate sentential form in a derivation for H 
in G. Let e be the nonterminal edge in K. One finds two types of terminal edges in K: 
(1) a completed edge, not adjacent to e, which should exist in H in such a way that 
its incident nodes in K are exactly its incident nodes in H; and 
(2) a partially completed edge, adjacent to e, which should also exist in H (since G has 
no edge-erasing property) but its incident nodes have not been completely generated. 
The edges of the second type are called boundary edges. Let e’ be any boundary 
edge. The nodes incident to e’ but not to e in K are permanent and must match with 
some of the nodes incident to e’ in H. The rest of the nodes incident to e’ in H must be 
generated by e via the nodes shared by e and e’. These nodes in H, incident to e’ but 
not generated yet in K, are called critical nodes of e’ and are denoted by critical( 
Consider the subhypergraph K’ of K consisting of the nonterminal edge e, all its 
incident nodes, and all its adjacent (boundary) edges. The window of K, denoted by 
window(K), is the hypergraph obtained from K’ by relabeling each boundary edge 
e’ with [$K(e’), critical(e Note that there are only a bounded number of boundary 
edges and their critical nodes in each K such that Z J* K J* H since G is simple and 
neighborhood-preserving and H is degree- and rank-bounded. Therefore, window(K) 
can be stored in log space for all such K. 
Our NLOG algorithm is based on the fact that it is sufficient to keep the window 
of a sentential form while simulating a derivation for H in G. It is easy to calculate 
window(Z) nondeterministically. Starting with an arbitrary window W, the next window 
W’ can be obtained as follows: 
(1) Guess a production 7c = (A,& C) of G such that A is the nonterminal edge label 
in W. If X contains isolated nodes (thus, no terminal edge) then go to Step (3). 
(2) Let t be the terminal edge in X. Guess an edge e in H but not in W such that 
$H(e) = $x(t), which is identified with t. Verify that e has not been generated yet by 
checking that, in H, there exists a path ec (= e), ~0, . . . , e&_l, q-1, ek (k 2 1) such 
that ek is a boundary edge in W, vk-1 is a critical node of ek, and there is no other 
boundary edge or critical node in this path. 
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(3) Calculate W’ by applying rc to W. This involves guessing which node in X not 
incident to the nonterminal edge (if any) corresponds to which critical node, removing 
each terminal edge in W with all its incidence completed as in H from the window, 
adding e to the window (in case where Step (2) is executed) if it is adjacent to the 
nonterminal edge in X, checking that no boundary edge is connected to a node which 
is not critical, and adjusting the labels of the boundary edges in the new window W’. 
Meanwhile, if the new window W’ is empty, then accept H. Otherwise, let W := W’ 
and go to Step (1). 
It should be clear how the algorithm works. Probably, we need only note that the 
verification done in Step (2) is correct because H is connected, and so, every edge in 
H is generated exactly once. Each window is log-space bounded as observed earlier. 
Therefore, the path checking in Step (2) and the calculation of W’ from W in Step (3) 
can be clearly done in log space. Thus, this is an NLOG algorithm accepting L(G). 
We leave the detailed implementation of this algorithm to the reader, referring to [l l] 
and [12] for an essentially identical algorithm. 
The NLOG-completeness result stated in the theorem follows from the inclusion re- 
sult proved above and Lemma 6.2 since there exists an NLOG-complete linear language 
[40]. 0 
Theorem 6.4. Every S-HRNCE language which is connected, degree-bounded, and 
rank-bounded is in LOGCFL. There exists such an S-HRNCE language which is 
LOGCFL-complete. 
Proof. Let G = (Z, A, r, 52, P, Z) be a reduced S-HRNCE grammar in Greibach 
normal form (Theorem 5.22) generating a connected hypergraph language of degree at 
most d and rank at most r. We show that L(G) E LOGCFL by extending the NLOG 
algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 6.3. (This extension is similar to the LOGCFL 
algorithm for connected B-eNCE languages of bounded degree given in 1121.) Let H 
E HGRd,a be an input hypergraph. It can be checked in log space that H is connected, 
of degree at most d and of rank at most r. Assume that H E L(G) and let K be any 
sentential form in a derivation for H in G. As in the Lin-HRNCE case, K contains 
two types of terminal edges: completed edges, not adjacent to any nonterminal edge, 
and other partially completed (or boundary) edges. The critical nodes of a boundary 
edge have not been generated yet and must be generated by nonterminal edges adjacent 
to this edge. Now, the subhypergraph of K consisting of all nonterminal edges in K, 
all their incident nodes, and all their adjacent boundary edges augmented with their 
critical nodes is called the window of K, denoted by window(K), following the notion 
in the Lin-HRNCE case. 
It is not possible to store window(K) in log space since the number of nontermi- 
nal edges in K is not bounded. We shall decompose window(K) into a set of small 
windows of the same type as in the Lin-HRNCE case as follows. For each bound- 
ary edge, its critical nodes are nondeterministically partitioned and distributed to its 
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adjacent nonterminal edges. Intuitively, this means that each adjacent nonterminal edge 
will generate the assigned critical nodes in the future derivation. Clearly, each critical 
node is generated by exactly one adjacent nonterminal edge, and so, this assumption is 
consistent with the S-HRNCE rewriting mechanism. Now, for each nonterminal edge 
e in window(K), consider the small window consisting of e, all its incident nodes 
(none of them is shared by any other nonterminal edge since G is separated), and all 
its adjacent edges (each of them is incident to a node generated from e because of 
the neighborhood-preserving property of G) together with the critical nodes assigned 
to e; call it window(K, e). Our modified window, denoted by window(K, *), con- 
sists of these small windows, as many as the number of nonterminal edges in K, i.e., 
window(K, *) = {window(K, e) 1 e E EK, $K(e) E r - 52). Note that a bound- 
ary edge in K must be duplicated into as many copies of the number of its adjacent 
nonterminal edges in this process. 
With this preparation, we state now our LOGCFL algorithm. It is sufficient to prove 
that L(G) is accepted by a log-space bounded auxiliary pushdown automaton in poly- 
nomial time. (An auxiliary pushdown automaton is a Turing machine with an additional 
unbounded pushdown store and its space bound is imposed on the work tape only. The 
class of languages accepted by log-space bounded and simultaneously polynomial-time 
bounded auxiliary pushdown automata is identical to the class of LOGCFL languages 
[41]. The LOGCFL algorithm for connected B-eNCE languages of bounded degree in 
[ 121 used log-space bounded alternating Turing machines with polynomial tree size that 
also characterize the LOGCFL languages.) Construct an auxiliary pushdown automaton 
M that does the following, when given a hypergraph H in a suitably encoded form on 
its input tape: 
(1) Nondetetministically compute window(Z, *) and push its elements into the push- 
down store. 
(2) Pop the top element, W, of the pushdown store and execute the first step of the 
NLOG lagorithm, that guesses a production n = (A,X, C) applicable to W. 
(3) Execute the second step of the NLOG algorithm if X contains a terminal edge 
t (which is identified with e E EH). This ensures that e should indeed be generated by 
the nonterminal edge in W since G is a separated grammar. Namely, if e were any 
other terminal edge in H, the only way it can be connected to a boundary edge in W 
is via a path not containing any critical node in W. 
(4) Execute the third step of the NLOG algorithm to obtain the new window W’. 
If W’ is not empty, then decompose it into small windows, as discussed earlier, and 
push them into the pushdown store. Now, if the pushdown store is empty, then accept 
H. Otherwise, go to Step (2). 
A small window containing one nonterminal edge can be stored in log space as 
observed in the Lin-HRNCE case. Such a window creates a new window containing 
a bounded number of nonterminal edges in Step (4). Thus, this new window and its 
modified version (a set of small windows) can be clearly stored in log space. As G 
is separated, the critical nodes of a boundary edge can be handled separately by its 
adjacent nonterminal edges, and so, the decomposition of a window into small windows 
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is consistent with the S-HRNCE rewriting mechanism. As G is confluent, these small 
windows can be added to the pushdown store in any order for later executions. A 
boundary edge may exist in many small windows, stored in the pushdown store of 
M, but it is eventually removed from the window when its last set of critical nodes 
are generated from a small window. As H is connected, each edge in H is certainly 
identified exactly once. This observation should convince the reader that A4 accepts 
L(G) and M is log-space bounded. Steps (2)-(4) of the above algorithm are iterated 
no more than #V, + #EH times (since G is in Greibach normal form), and each 
such iteration clearly takes polynomial time. Therefore, M nms in polynomial time. It 
follows that L(G) E LOGCFL. 
The LOGCFL-completeness result stated in the theorem follows from the inclusion 
result proved above and Lemma 6.2 since there exists a LOGCFL-complete context-free 
language (i.e., the hardest context-free language of Greibach) [29]. q 
Major decision problems such as equivalence are undecidable for linear grammars 
[22]. Therefore, a direct consequence of Lemma 6.2 is that these decision problems 
are also undecidable for Lin-HRNCE grammars. Among others, we shall state the 
following: 
Theorem 6.5. It is undecidable whether or not L( G1) =L( GZ ) and L( G1) f? L( G2) = 8 
for Lin-HRNCE grammars G1 and Gz. 
7. An HRNCE language hierarchy 
For each grammar type X, let Y(X) denote the family of all languages generated by 
X grammars. We shall prove that Z(Lin-HRNCE) E Z(S-HRNCE) E Z(N-HRNCE) 
5 J’(HRNCE). As inclusion relations in this hierarchy are obviously true, we shall 
only prove their properness. 
Theorem 7.1. _Y(Lin-HRNCE) 5 Y(S-HRNCE). 
Proof. Consider the language L of all duals of binary trees introduced in Example 
3.5, which is generated by an S-HRNCE grammar. We show that L is not a Lin- 
HRNCE language, by using a method similar to the one for separating Lin-eNCE and 
A-eNCE classes [ll]. Namely, we use the fact that a complete binary tree of depth 
2k has cutwidth k + 1 for all k > 1 [34]. This implies that dual(L) is not of bounded 
cutwidth. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that, for every Lin-HRNCE language of bounded 
degree and bounded rank, its dual is of bounded cutwidth. 
We shall define the cutwidth of a hypergraph as follows. Let H be a hypergraph. A 
linear layout of H is a bijection 1: VH U EH + { 1, 2, . . . , n}, where n = #(VH U 
EH). For 1 < i < n, the i-th cut of H under 1 is cuti(H, 1) = #{(u, e) E VH x EH 
1 u E tff(e) and either Z(V) < i and Z(e) > i or Z(u) > i and I(e) < i}. (Note that 
cut,(H, 1) = 0.) The cutwidth of H under 1 is cw(H, 1) = m~{cuti(H, I) ) 1 < i 
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f n} and the cutwidth of H is cw(H) = min{cw(H, I) 1 1 is a linear layout of H}. 
A hypergraph language is of bounded cutwidth if each of its members is of cutwidth 
at most k, for some fixed k Z 1. Note that the cutwidth of a hypergraph language 
is identical to the cutwidth of its dual and, for every graph language, its cutwidth as 
defined here is no smaller than its cutwidth as usually defined for graphs, i.e., the one 
counting the number of edges that cross over the boundary between two adjacent nodes 
in the layout, with nodes only laid out on a line (see, e.g., [34]). 
Let G = (C, A, r, s2, P, 2) be an arbitrary reduced Linl-HRNCE grammar (Theorem 
5.15) generating a hypergraph language of bounded degree and bounded rank. Assume 
without loss of generality that Z consists of a single nonterminal edge without nodes. 
Let d = max{deg(H) 1 H E L(G)} an Y = max{rank(H) ) H E L(G)}. Let N = d 
dr . #52 . #Z + I-. Let H be any hypergraph in L(G). We claim that cw(H) <N, or 
equivalently, cw(dual(H)) <N. 
Let #EH = n and consider a derivation for H in G, of the form 
D : Z J* K1 +(x,,n,) HI 
J* K2 *(x,,nz) H2 
such that the right-hand side of rci contains a terminal edge ei, 1 <i <n. Then, EH = 
{el,e2,..., e,}. Let I = {ui,~~,... ,u,} be the set of isolated nodes in H. Identify 
the nodes incident only to the terminal edge ei in the right-hand side of xi with 
uil,Vi2,...,Ui,~i,1~i~n.Then,certainlyOQti~vforeachiand VH =UIQisn{~~ll<jd 
ti} U I. Consider the linear layout 10 of H defined by the following sequence: ei, ait, 
. ..) ~l,t,,...,en,vn,,...,vn,t,,U1,...,U,. For each i E { 1, 2, . . . , n}, consider Cuts(i)(H, 
ID), where S(i) = Ct<k<i-i (tk + 1) + 1, i.e., the cut located immediately to the 
right of the edge ei in 10. Each incidence between a node v and an edge e (# ei) in 
H that contributes to cuta(i)(H, ID) has the property that 1&u) > S(i) and Z&e) < 
6(i) because of the HRNCE rewriting mechanism. This implies that cutdci)(H, Zo) 2 
Cuta(i)+i(H, ID) for all i E { 1, 2, . . ., n} and all j E { 1, 2, . . . , ti}. Thus, CW(H, 10) 
= max{cuts(q(H, ID) 1 1 d i < n}. 
Now, assume to the contrary that cuts(i)(H, ID) > N for some i. Call the incidences 
in H that contribute to cuts(i) (H, 10) but are not associated with the edge ei critical 
lines. The edges associated with the critical lines are called left-critical edges (they are 
located to the left of ei in 20) and the nodes associated with the critical lines are called 
right-critical nodes (they are located to the right of ei in ID). All left-critical edges are 
adjacent to the nonterminal edge xi in Ki. As ei is incident to at most r nodes and each 
left-critical edge is incident to at most r right-critical nodes, there must be more than 
(N - r)lr = d. #Q . #C left-critical edges, all adjacent to Xi in Ki. For each left-critical 
edge e, choose an active node in Ki, which is shared by e and xi and is used later 
to establish the connection between e and a right-critical node in ID. As there are #Q 
terminal edge labels and at most #z active nodes (because G is simple), there must be 
more than d left-critical edges labeled by the same symbol that share the same active 
node with x,. This means that some right-critical node located to the right of ri in 1~ 
is incident to more than d edges because of the HRNCE embedding mechanism. This 
is a contradiction to our assumption that deg(H) < d. It follows that dual(L(G)) has 
a bounded cutwidth, and this proves the theorem. 3 
Theorem 7.2. 2’(S-HRNCE) 5 Y(N-HRNCE). 
Proof. Consider the word language L = {a’” 1 n 2 I}. L can be certainly accepted 
by a linear-bounded automaton. Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, there exists an N-HRNCE 
grammar G such that L(G) = m-o-chain(L). We shall prove, however, that there is no 
S-HRNCE grammar G’ such that L(G’) = m-o-chain(L), by using a pumping argument. 
Suppose to the contrary that L(G’) = m-o-chain(L) for some S-HRNCE grammar 
G’ = (,X, A, r, 52, P, Z). Assume without loss of generality that G’ is a reduced 
S-HRNCE grammar in Chomsky normal form (Theorem 5.13) and that Z contains one 
edge, which is nonterminal. Let N = 2°C’ -‘)I2 and let H be any hypergraph in L(G’) 
with at least N edges. Then there exists a derivation D for H in G’ that can be written 
as 2 +’ HI a* H2 3’ H, where ( 1) E/f, contains at least one terminal edge; (2) 
all edges in El,? - EH, are generated starting from one nonterminal edge e E EH,; and 
(3) EH; - EH, contains at least one terminal edge and exactly one nonterminal edge E’ 
which is labeled by t++,,(e). This can be easily observed by drawing a tree structure 
showing edge rewritings, similar to a derivation tree for a context-free grammar, and 
by using the fact that G’ is an edge-erasing free confluent grammar. Let t be the 
number of terminal edges in EH; - EH, . Then, 1 d t 6 #EH - 2. Now, the derivation 
II’ obtained from II by applying again the sequence of productions used to obtain HZ 
from HI to e’ and by using other productions as used in D derives a hypergraph in 
L(G’). Consider, in particular, the case where H = m-o-chain(u2’ ) and let H’ be the 
corresponding hypergraph generated by D’. Then, If’ E L(G’) and #Eli< .= #EH + t. 
However, this implies that 2” + 2 < #E,,j 62”“’ since #EH = 2’v 7 1. This is a 
contradiction to H’ E m-o-chain(L). It follows that there is no S-HRNCE grammar 
generating m-o-chain(L), and this completes the proof. C 
Theorem 7.3. Y(h’-HRNCE) E .Y’(HRNCE). 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 since PSPACE is properly included in the 
class of r.e. languages. C! 
8. Concluding Remarks 
HRNCE grammars are structurally simple, as easy to use as NLUeNCE grammars, 
yet descriptively powerful; they generate all r.e.languages and can simulate string gram- 
mars and automata in a very straightforward way. They are flexible in that subclasses 
with nice features, such as S-HRNCE and Lin-HRNCE grammars, can be well de- 
fined. Known techniques and results can also be well extended to these classes without 
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difficulty. Thus, HRNCE grammars are a sound generative device in this sense. There 
are many properties of HRNCE grammars and their languages that remain to be in- 
vestigated. We shall list a few of them below. 
(1) There are other language-theoretical properties of HRNCE languages not covered 
in this paper, e.g., their combinatorial and closure properties, as studied for B-NLC 
grammars in [38,39]. 
(2) There are other subclasses and extensions of HRNCE grammars, e.g., the 
neighborhood-uniform and apex subclasses and the directed version that can be de- 
fined along their eNCE counterparts [13, 16,271. 
(3) There are other language-describing mechanisms for HRNCE grammars, e.g., via 
squeezing with graph languages or other interesting hypergraph languages, as studied 
for NLC languages in [32]. 
(4) There may be other tight relations between HRNCE subclasses and traditional 
complexity classes not discussed in this paper. 
(5) It is necessary to compare HRNCE grammars with other (hyper)graph grammars, 
such as eNCE, CFHG and HH grammars, for a unified study of graph-generating sys- 
tems. 
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